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TEASER

EXT.  HARAJUKU - JAPAN - DAY

We see teenagers and young adults - street fashion with many 
boutiques, trendy.

INT. ALIEN NINJA WARRIOR WOMAN - DAY

There’s a bit of everything, books, music, art and cloths. 
ABI’s at a table and in his 20s. TOM‘s an African American in 
his 30s. He comes in from the back and grabs a cup of Java 
and turns on the J-HIP HOP.

ABI

Hop’n the J-underground.

Tom’s over and takes his place across from Abi. He gets the 
Wall Street Journal from his suit coat side-pocket.

TOM

Connecting to the collective rhythms.

Abi doesn’t take his eyes off his eReader. Yu and Mai enter 
from the back of store and horde the coffee machine. Both 20s
and in street wear.

MAI

How about Asian slutty?

YU

Yeah, I could cosplay as Britney

Spears.

Yu and Mai are over and sit with Tom and Abi.

MAI

J-popn’ with the b-boys?

ABI

Reading the White Negro.

TOM                                                             

Don’t have one.
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ABI

If you search hot stuff on youtube

you’ll get Donna Summer if that helps.

TOM

Just because you can do that in jeans 

doesn’t mean I should do it in my 

suit.

ABI

Dare to release anything here?

TOM

He-Gassen’s Japanese for The fart 

Battle. Whole scroll’s about farting. 

Want my ass to laugh out loud?                     

Yu and Mai sway too.

YU/MAI

It's just your jive talkin'. You're 

telling me lies, yeah. Jive talkin', 

you wear a disguise. Jive talkin', so 

misunderstood, yeah. Jive talkin', 

you’re really no good.

Something gets Abi’s attention.

ABI

From the bowels of post-industrial New

York ghettos?

They all turn to see where LI LI and MARC, both in their 30s, 
as they are outside and at the front of the store. Li Li’s 
busied with the keys and trying to get the door open and 
Marc’s gesturing for some action from them inside.
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YU

Oh my god! They took the soul train!

MAI                                                  

Flashdance gangstas!

Li Li gets the door open and bursts in with Marc. They are 
suited up for the office somewhere.

LI LI

The angry and depressed hip hop 

monkeys?

Nobody responds.

MARC

Should we invite shit happens?

YU

Doing the white Negro?

TOM

A.C. D.C.’s Back in Black.

MARC

That number’s Hard as a Rock.

Li Li trumps around preparing to open the place.

LI LI

B-boy that?

TOM

I’d be on the Highway to Hell.

MARC

Hardcore old school?

TOM

When you see my emotional insides.
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END OF TEASE
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ACT ONE

EXT.  HARAJUKU - TOKYO - NIGHT

Street fashion.

INT. ALIEN NINJA WARRIOR WOMAN - NIGHT

It’s “White Negro” at the cafe. Mai’s sporting a fake deep 
tan and very blond hair. She has a tray and is serving 
JOSEPHINE, 20s kool-aid hair and fake glasses.

JOSEPHINE

Graffiti writing, rapping, and 

deejaying?

TWO HIPSTERS walk in and take a table. They’re high five’n
each and tryin’ to be black.

MAI

White, black, Asian or otherwise.

Dressed in a bunny pajama. Her face has been darkened, and 
she has white make-up above and below her eyes. She’s at the 
counter shaking a coffee when she looks up.

YU

However!

Tom’s at the door. His face’s all white, and he has white 
gloves on and hat, carnation in his white tux too.

TOM

You’re pretending to be a white woman?

YU

And- And you’re a Gambino?

TOM

As an outlet for their expression.

Tom takes his table. Yu brings up his coffee specialty but 
hesitates to set it down.

TOM (CONT’D)

Do I need a gift certificate?
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YU

Leftovers are stuck in purgatory.

TOM

Showing off their individuality?

YU

Yeah, buuuuut. They’re just posin’.

TOM                                 
(pointing at drink)

I need to attach that to my skin. 

Setting drink before Tom.

YU

Fit it into yourself.

Abi’s look this night, pipe - cane, top-hot and blackened 
skin is as if he’s an African American professor.

ABI

My phallic symbol is seeking an entry- 

level-meaningful cafe theme party.

TOM                                                         

He chose the outhouse look.

JOSEPHINE                                                  

He’s a live blipster!

MAI

She can make condoms fashion. 

Abi sits with Tom.

ABI

I’ve seen’m on big French tits.

Mark’s in as a rap artist, and Li Li’s is his side-kick in 
the twosome.
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MAI

Rebo legs and more gadgets?

Yu hits a button for some POPULAR RAP. Tom has not taken his 
eyes of Abi.

ABI

Am I your future hope for a 

downloadable widget?

TOM

Yes and with pay as you go option. 

Her head’s up from the counter.

YU

A European trash collector.

ABI

I’m looking for a job that relates to 

mainstream.

TOM

Without the nipple placements?

ABI

My place of madness has to be plugged 

into a wall.

Mark and Li Li are ridiculously dancing to the rap.

LI LI

Think my gangsta jump starts Sara

Palin?

MARK

Depends on how you like to ride a 

scooter.
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LI LI

Cool hunting in the silly section?

MARK

Just raw and outside the box please.

ABI

Merging with the creatures again.

TOM

Not now. They’re pretending to be 

Politicians.

MAI

Bro-mance!

ABI

Nope, just White Negros stuck in the 

middle of zany.

JOSEPHINE 

Oh my god, my website?

Mai sits with Josephine.

MAI

Gotta be about a spaceship that’s 

dropped off these ambiguously gendered

beings?

JOSEPHINE

Oh yeah and they’re looking for chicks 

to pull trains on in a warehouse.

MAI

The ones not auto accepted at

Universities I bet.
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Yu comes and sits with them.

YU

They understand the internet?

MAI

Sure and they’re here to repopulate 

Japan.

JOSEPHINE

They’re actually the ones buyin’ up 

all this weird furniture. 

Mark and Li Li are still doing their hip hop.

MARK

Electro jungle predators prefer 

clothing inspired by animals.

LI LI

Oh yes, they exist in real life and 

have seen everything in anime.

MARK

And your fur’s no longer an endangered 

species?

LI LI

Only if you’re blogged out at the 

thrift store.

Yu’s up and over to put on some cool JAZZ.

YU

He’d be taken seriously at a music 

festival.
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TOM

Lest she get carpet burns.

MARK and LI LI have changed their approach, as both are 
trying keep beat.

ABI

No no no, we’re gone. His fashion’s 

out of a dumpster.

Tom takes a pic of Abi with his cell.

TOM

Then render me this free spirited 

penis.

ABI

Not my face on your t-shirt?

TOM

Better a banner add for a human 

mashup.

JOSEPHINE

That’s why they sell performance 

enhancing drugs.

MAI

So they’re surfing while they are 

buying gasoline and even ordering fast 

food.

Yu’s over and sits with them.

YU

Alternative’s there that’s social 

network.
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MAI

Gut and butt reactions?

JOSEPHINE

Yes with degrees in Photoshop and 

minor’s in iMovie HD.

YU

Unexpected, personal and original!

MAI

Trends have feelings too you all.

Mark and Li Li take a table.

LI LI

Who we to oppose the trash bag in the 

wind look?

MARK

Exporting our email database is 

somewhat boring.

LI LI

Upload a new background and synch it 

with a wanna be gay theme.

MARK 

Enormous complexities.

LI LI

Playing the sax on youtube?

MARK

Intense sexual exploitation is the 

idea.
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LI LI

But it’s breeding season for slide-

shows. 

Mai and Yu at their table.

YU

Edgy artists with Netflix’s moves?

TOM

They all come out from their cubicles.

ABI

America’s disposable heroes.

TOM

Brings on the dreams of the main-

streamers.

YU

With hot emotional buttons!

MAI 

We’ll push’m!

JOSEPHINE

Search heart-throb on facebook!

MAI

A unique personal brand manifests as 

itself.

JOSEPHINE

Inspired by cream-pie after creepie

passer-by.

YU 

Human accessories!
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MAI

Found there a portal to the 

underworld.

JOSEPHINE 

Lucky I had platforms hanging on to 

that dumpster.

TOM

She’s smarter than we think.

ABI

She had to be in an oversized graphic 

tee.

MARK

And what do we call that one?

LI LI

Alien Ninja Warrior Woman.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

EXT. SHIBUYA - TOKYO - NIGHT

Apartment building.

INT. SHIBUYA APARTMENT - NIGHT

Yu has washed her face and is sitting Indian style on a chair 
with a mobile tablet in front of her. She’s in pink pajamas.

YU

They blogged us on Douban!

Mai comes from around a corner. She’s in a Yukata and has a 
towel on her head and a washcloth in her hand.

MAI

Isn’t that a famous Chinese hipster?

YU

It’s a website. One of the most 

popular.

Mai sits alongside Yu.

MAI

Self absorbed scammers?

YU

Growing on us tomorrow night.

MAI

Are we going to get banned for this?

YU

They want to meet the “White Negro.” 

MAI

Punk, hip-hop, skater, or whatevers?

YU

They’re here studying fashion.
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MAI

Foreigners looking for cool bgirls?

YU

From nice asses to our visuals are 

stunning.

MAI

Not from Shanghai and here ride fixies

in Tokyo?

YU

Our space as their great time. 

Mai stares at the mobile tech.

MAI

Way past good pussy?

Yu looks over at Mai, shrugs some and then nods.

YU

How long does it take you?

MAI

Until I squeal like a banshee? 

Yu checks in on the mobile device.

YU

Then hallucinations?

MAI

Only when I’m in the ballpark.

YU

Sounds like an add on for some guy’s 

term paper.
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MAI

For that I’d do crazy head-spins for 

them.

YU

True to your brand.

MAI 

Ironic and with these shades?

Mai dons a pair.

YU

Redefines what is wearable for the - 

Yu raises her knees and parts her legs some.

YU/MAI
(unison)

The B-boys!

They high five each other.

INT. HALLWAY - NIGHT

Tom and Abi are on their way, as they are still into their 
White Negro theme.

YU/MAI (O.S.) 
(singing)

Bring on the messy-haired, coffee- 

breathing skinny-jeansters!

Tom and Abi stop and bounce their knuckles together.

TOM/ABI
(unison)

B-boys!

Yu opens her apartment door.

YU 

Trendy gay hipsters?
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ABI

Priori knowledge as a means of social 

dominance?

Mai peeks over Yu’s shoulder.

MAI

We’re connected to one of the

biggest and coolest websites in China.

TOM

A wanna look cute photographer.

YU

Breakin’ and revamping in the cafe?

TOM

She’s not comin’ to take pics of my 

ring tones.

YU

I’ll call if I need to get you going.

TOM

Connected from China, we could start a 

band.

Tom walks off. Yu and Mai go face to face.

YU

Is it wrong that I can only relate to 

shiny things at the moment?

ABI

That statement’s an end of days 

version of love and happiness.
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MAI

Peeps me.

YU

Your compelling life purpose?

Yu and Mai laugh it off and then get a fix on Abi.

MAI

What’s his?

ABI 

He’s a preacher.

YU 

For better hook ups?

ABI

He’s feeling the moments. 

Mai gawks over at Yu.

MAI

Bet it’s a guy in the Mohawk and a 

white collar who comes to see if he 

can find a tiny Asian girlfriend.

Yu goes for Abi’s attention.

YU

And she comes long time?

Abi childishly claps his hands together.

ABI

That’s as deep as it gets.

INT. ALIEN NINJA WARRIOR WOMAN - NIGHT

Li Li’s doing the books at a table and Mark’s setting the 
chairs on the tables.
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MARK

Going public sounds disturbing.

Li Li keeps her head buried.

LI LI

Bro’s cracking up at themselves.

MARK

If broke out of prison and came here 

to take a shit? 

Li Li looks up.

LI LI

No that’d be because you got lost 

shaving your legs at a mental 

hospital.

MARK

If was trying too hard to find myself.

LI LI

Maybe frumpy grandma-glasses and 

American apparel stretch pants aren’t 

your style?

Mark goes to a rack and heaps on some cheap gold chains.

MARK

Hipsterization of popular culture is a 

crazy organized thing.

LI LI

Boxers and baggy pants. Then emulate a 

your grandparents.

Li Li makes her last calculation and stands.
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LI LI (CONT’D) 

Time for my checkered converses.

MARK

I’ll embrace your sarcasm in my long 

sleeved hoody.

EXT.  HARAJUKU - TOKYO - DAY

Street fashion.

INT. ALIEN NINJA WARRIOR WOMAN - DAY

Yu’s in jeans, cute top, sneakers and a baseball cap. She’s 
getting her morning cup of Java while thumbing her cell.

YU 
(rappin’)

Do’r in the dirt. Gets’r
(adding flavor)

squirt squirt.

Mai’s at a table with a Mobile Tablet. She’s in a Yukata - 
towel’s still wrapped around her head.

MAI

Up’r skirt-

Abi bursts in with his cup. He’s still in his pajamas. 
Squeezing in front of Yu who’s still thumbing her cell.

YU

Indie-

ABI

Hipster who shirt.

Abi takes a sip of his coffee and looks to Yu and Mai.

ABI (CONT’D) 

Prepare for the scary vibes.

Tom stumbles in with his robe. Looks around.
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TOM

An overwhelming response?

Tom gets his cup of coffee, as Yu sits with Mai.

TOM (CONT’D)

We got this habit from breast feeding.

ABI 

Rocks ramen noodles.

Abi sits at a table and boots up his iPod.

TOM

That funky otherness. 

Abi looks up.

ABI

With the ways of doing and making.

Tom pulls his WSJ out of his robe pocket and sits with Abi.

TOM

Now to our social fantasies.

ABI

Seek there those mother of loads.

TOM

With or without the bad ass job?

ABI

Depends on whether one has homophobia.

Yu and Mai are both still surfing at their table.

YU

Goes to urban market to find out.

MAI 

Yeah for upgrades.
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Yu thumbs her cell.

YU

And I’m like typing in all caps.

Mai looks up.

MAI

A counter cultural gesture?

YU

I’m afraid of growing up.

MAI

Not possible I was auto-assigned at 

birth. 

Tom lets his paper drop from his sight.

TOM

Why can’t we all just get along?

ABI

You’d have to know the difference 

between the sink and the toilet.

Tom starts reading again.

TOM

Saturday morning is an art of 

idleness.

ABI

Isn’t make my day a popular brand? 

Tom looks up.

TOM

Does that involve a lifespan?
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ABI

Let me check Craigs list.

TOM

Try the accidental groping section.

ABI

Repressed vintage sex is better.

Yu gawks over at Abi.

YU

No a strap on penis is!

MAI

Our modern engineers have that in our 

public parks.

YU

I also think I’m in need of a Thai 

foldable lawn chair.

Tom gets interested again.

TOM

Goes chill as a boob job.

ABI

With crotch grabbing art pieces. 

Yu’s thumbing her smart-phone again.

YU

So heavy and old school.

Mai’s totally into her Mobile, sipping her coffee.

MAI

Aha pandemonium becomes our future.
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YU

And a teapot orbits the Sun somewhere 

in space between the Earth and Mars?

MAI 

Existence of God?

YU

Yeah, theme’d be the Rest In Peace 

Party.

MAI

So originally un-original.

YU

And equally corrupt. 

Tom’s turns the page on his WSJ.

TOM

We’d have to get a life to do that.

ABI 

That’s so gangsta.

TOM

Didos evolution as real life. 

Yu’s obsessed with her cellphone.

YU

I have somebody who thinks getting 

tight is trying to fit in.

Mai’s doesn’t look up from her Mobile.

MAI

Text’m trash just vibes out.

END OF TWO
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ACT THREE 

INT. ALIEN NINJA WARRIOR WOMAN - NIGHT

Yu’s wearing a long flannel shirt, accessories and Mai’s in 
an oversized dirty white t-shirt that reads “Hu Shrt?” HONG 
and GAN, both doofs in baseball caps, jeans and t-shirts are 
being greeted.

MAI

Guys alone in this world?

Gan points at Mai’s t-shirt and gawks over at Hong.

GAN

Your shirt screws me.

HONG

She could of had Rob Zombie.

YU

Pretend it’s a Shanghai gay club?

Place starts HIP HOPPIN’. Gan’s bouncing his finder at Mia’s 
movements, so Mia pulls him on in.

MAI

Poke around and see what you can find. 

Yu waves over Hong to dance with her.

YU

Re-rise and live!

HONG 

As a Republican?

Hong dances like a total goof.

YU

As trend-setter who loves squatting! 

Yu squats for Hong’s dumb dance, as LILLY’s shooting Tom 
who’s posing in his “White Negro” get up. She’s an African 
American cool chick, long curly hair and a protégé of regie.
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LILLY

Do we exist both ways?

TOM

On no, the woman’s movement is a part-

time job.

LILLY

Akin to death and taxes.

TOM

Yet awkward and between organic and 

magical.

LILLY

White out means its not perfect?

TOM

Yeah, I’d look better with pink roller 

skates.

Li Li and Mark come in and stop at the door. Mark has a 
beaner; he is wearing a dress-shirt, press slacks and flip 
flops. Li Li’s in a football jersey, tube socks and 
Converses.

MARK

Plus, the white Negro must have a 

plumber’s crack.

LI LI

And that’s between dead and alive.

ROD’s in a pin stripe zoot suit, and Abi has donned baggy 
Jean shorts, t-shirt and backward cap. Abi’s staring at Rod.

ROD

Do you see dead palm trees?
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ABI

I’m not that little girl with a meat 

hook t-shirt.

ROD

She gave me my knuckle tatoos. 

Rod brandishes his tattooed knuckles.

ABI

Omotesando and Takeshita Street-

Gothic Lolita, visual kei, rockabilly, 

hip hop, and punk-

ROD

Tastemakers and scenesters! 

Rod sits at a table and Abi joins him.

ROD (CONT’D) 

Fashion schools you.

ABI

And when the wind’s blowin’?

ROD

Dude.

ABI

Free pancakes?

ROD

That style wins every-time.

ABI

Can you do that in emoticon?.

ROD

Eyes be poppin’ on my bare ass.
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Mai, Gan, Hong and Yu are at a table now. Li Li brings their 
drinks and is setting them down.

HONG
(to Yu)

Are you everything real?

YU

I’ve been divided by zero.

Li Li has finished setting down their drinks.

LI LI

Careful they attack in flocks.

GAN

I want to see the Storm-trooper and 

his underground princess.

Gan grabs his and takes a sip.

LI LI

Oh yes. Disney.

Mai raises a cafe drink.

MAI

Be transformed by the renewal of your 

mind.

Interrupting as their glasses hit.

HONG

Wait wait- 

Everybody freezes.

HONG (CONT’D)

Hipster-infested soft power so hot! 

They all take their drink. It’s another toast.
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YU

Banish fire and brimstone.

HONG 

In Hentai versions?

MAI

All with whatever other labels.

GAN

Oh, gosh - Hu Jintao could be a girl?

YU

Gets you a massive following on

Twitter.

Li and Mark are at the counter.

MARK

Art’s popular revolt against 

authority?

LI LI

Deliberate nonchalance is so much 

better than pretending your asleep.

MARK

Hanging out with prostitutes, tax 

collectors and the scum of society?

LI LI

Hipster goes mainstream.

MARK

Graphic arts shirts then sneeze.

LI LI

Wear them as a cultural event.
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MARK

No evacuation orders will be issued.

Lilly and Tom are at a table and in a huddle.

LILLY

Jewish Zombies?

TOM

Itunes as Justice instead of Sunday 

rallies.

LILLY

That’s why Jewish Hipsters in

Shanghai?

TOM

The art of weird.

LILLY

They’re liberals, can they watch 

pornography?

TOM

Only the White Negro can free Tibet. 

Lilly picks up her cam.

LILLY

Aha! I’m gettin pics of a big fat 

Japanese hipster Jew!

TOM

Firing squad for that one.

LILLY

I’ll say I found you on the net.
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TOM

While searching for cheap summer 

thrills?

Yu, Hong, Mai and Gan are in their corner.

YU

But the Devil-may-care?

HONG

Then samurai cops would be a reality.

MAI

Great, get me some of those reusable

Jewish tits.

GAN 

Mix-and match?

YU

Go FLickr!

Abi and Ron are into their profundities.

RON 

Retrofitting of old ideas?

ABI

You might as well be a member.

RON

Parallel weirdness is such a rush.

FADE OUT.

END OF EPISODE
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